
**Article in a journal with a DOI (Digital Object Identifier)**

**Article in a journal with two authors, no DOI**

**Journal article with three-seven authors, no DOI**

**Journal article with more than seven authors, with a DOI**

**Magazine article**

**Article in a newspaper**

**Article with no author**

**Review with a DOI**

**ELECTRONIC SOURCES**

**Article on a Web site, no author, no date**

**Blog post**

**ERIC documents (Informally published or self-archived works only)**

**Journal Article with a DOI**

**Journal Article with no DOI, open access (use exact article URL)**

**Journal Article with no DOI, subscription journal (use URL of journal’s home page, even if retrieved from a database)**

**Newspaper article on the Internet (use URL of newspaper’s home page)**
BOOKS

Book, no DOI

Book with two to seven authors, no DOI

Book with an editor, no DOI

Article or chapter in an edited book, no DOI

Encyclopedia or dictionary, no DOI

Entry in a reference work, no DOI

English translation of a book, no DOI

Book with corporate author, no DOI

Book with no author or editor, no DOI

Two or more works by the same author(s), published in the same year

Book, later edition, no DOI

Book, revised edition, no DOI

A work with more than one volume

Government publication, available from the Government Printing Office (GPO)

OTHER SOURCES

Conference paper (unpublished) (Poster is same format except use “Poster” in place of “Paper”)

Film

Online Videos (See Official APA Style Blog, http://tinyurl.com/7o2jtyu re: authors/screen names)